Year 6 Class

Pupil Passport to Learning 6
A guide to your learning journey

Name: …………………………………………………………………………………………………

Year 6 (Y6) Pupil Passport
Our vision for Whiston J & I School is one of high standards achieved through the
creative nature of the curriculum offered. We have a learning culture of high and
realistic expectations of everyone, children and adults alike. We believe that active
participation in learning is crucial through engaging children in their learning. We provide
opportunities for problem solving, creativity and independence in order to promote
confidence and maturity. There are many aspects of the educational process that we judge
to be non-negotiable, views that we hold with a passion about children’s education and one of
those being building positive and respectful partnerships between home and school.
As part of their seven year journey through Whiston J & I, from Reception to Year 6, it is
important that you, the children and the teachers know where they’re going, every step of
the way. We hope this passport helps to extend your child’s learning at home and that by
working in partnership, all our children will be able to achieve and exceed our high
expectations. This passport is intended to inform pupils and parents of the key end of year
expectations in the areas where parents and carers will be able to have the greatest impact
supporting their child. Now you know the destination, get ready to enjoy the journey!

Mathematics:

o

I can use negative numbers in practical contexts (temperature) and to solve

o

I can compare, order, read, write and round (to the nearest 10, 100, 1000, 10

o

I can add and subtract whole numbers and decimal numbers up to 3 decimal

o

I can multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a two digit number using the formal

o

I can use formal written methods for division (Short division), where the

o

I can solve problems by rounding and converting different measurements

o

I can solve fraction, decimal and percentage problems.

problems.

000 and 100,000) positive and negative numbers up to 10,000 000.

places using formal column method.

written method and apply it to solve multi-step problems.

answer has up to two decimal places.

including time, length, mass and capacity.

Reading:

o

I can read for enjoyment a range of books from the Challenge List: 50 Books To

o

I can explain the reason why I choose and enjoy specific genres or styles of

o

I can discuss features of specific books with others and explain my

o

I can think about different accounts of the same event and discuss viewpoints

Read By The End Of Year 6

text, with reference to specific genre features.

preferences and understanding.

(both of authors and fictional/real characters) within and across more than one
text e.g. newspapers or biographies etc.

o

I can use technical language to discuss authorial devices used in text (analogy,

imagery, alliteration, personification) and be able to explain the purpose and
effect of them.

o

I can skim and scan to find specific information (retrieval) across a range of

texts and for a variety of purposes.

Writing:

o

I can evaluate and edit my own and others’ writing, and make changes to

o

I can punctuate sentences accurately, including semi-colons, colons and

o

I can proof read and use dictionaries to accurately use, spell and check the

o

I can use specific genre features e.g. headings, columns, bullets, sub

vocabulary, grammar (including tense) and punctuation to improve it.

dashes.

meaning of more ambitious vocabulary choices.

headings, tables to structure text.

When you have achieved all of these targets you will be ready for your
comprehensive school. Have a great final year at Whiston Junior and Infant School.
 Best wishes, Mrs Angell.

Whiston Junior and Infant School
Part of White Woods Primary Academy Trust

Engaging Minds Developing Lives
www.whistonjunior-infant.co.uk

Useful Websites:
 https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk
 http://rotherhamclc.wix.com/bubblemath
 www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games
 www.bbc.co.uk/schools/websites
 www.primaryinteractive.co.uk
 www.woodlands-junior.kent.sch.uk
 http://www.snaithprimary.eriding.net/

Important Passwords:

